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Toy day acnl guide

Toy Day starts at 18:00 on December 24. On this day, you have to dress up santa claus outfit and give gifts to your village. After that, Jingle reindeer will give you prizes. Get Ready toy day before Toys Day, there are a few things you need to do to get ready. Find out what your villagers want starting on December 1st, your villagers will tell
you what they want for Toy Day. Be sure to take a screenshot or note about their requests. You will need to remember the list of Toy Day! Get Santa Claus outfit To participate in a gift pasus for Toys Day, you must have a full Santa Claus outfit. Able Sisters is starting to sell parts of santa claus outfit in December. There are five parts of
Santa Claus outfit: Santa Hat Santa Pants Santa Jacket Santa Boots Santa Beard Give Gifts on Toy Day Starting December 6th to 24th, you'll find jingle reindeer walking around the trees near your city. Talk to him to start participating in Toy Day. Dress up as Santa When you talk to Jingle for the first time, he will mention dressing up as
Santa. Put on your Santa outfit and talk to Jingle again. If you're wearing a full Santa outfit, Jingle will give you a gift bag. It contains all the gifts that your villagers asked for. Gift gifts for your villagers now go around and give your village gifts that they asked for earlier in December. Be sure to give gifts before 6pm. If you give someone the
wrong gift, the honorary gentleman of the villagers will still accept the gift, and you will still receive a reward from Jingle, but you will not receive a special bonus prize. Get your prize from Jingle After you're done giving gifts, go talk to Jingle. He will give you either some festive furniture or some Jingle Furniture. Get a bonus prize mail If you
had all the right gifts for your village, you'll get a picture of Jingle in the mail the next day. Toy Day is an event in the Animal Crossing series that is inspired by the Christmas and holiday season. In this case, Jingle appears in the city and gives the player a gift. During the Crossing of Animals events on 23 December, Tortimer rewards the
player with a gift. If the player is a boy, he will get a Miniature Car. If the player is a girl, she will get Dolly. The day after, from 8 P.M., Jingle will be out giving gifts. After talking to Jingle five times, he will give the original gift. If a player wants more gifts, they will have to change to another shirt that can fool the reindeer into talking to the
player again. This can only be done ten times until Jingle understands cheating, which means several seasons will need to get all the items. It is also possible to receive multiples of the same item in a given season. Different answers will give different gifts from Jingle: Great Things!: Piece of Jingle Series Foldable Things!: Jingle Shirt
Woven Things!: Jingle Carpet Printed Things!: Jingle Wall Items from Tortimer on Tortimer on Toy Day Image Buy Price Sell Price Available from Group Feng Shui Size Info Miniature Car - 2500 Tortimer - Red Can Place on Surfaces Dolly - 2500 Tortimer - - Can be placed on surfaces Items from Jingle Animal Crossing Item Image Buy
Price Sell Price Available from Group Shui Size Info Jingle Bed - 1 Red Bed Jingle Shelves - 12,240 Jingle - Red - Jingle Piano - 12,240 Jingle - Red Usable Jingle Dresser - 12,240 Jingle - Red Storage Jingle Table - 12,240 Jingle la - Red Table Jingle Wardrobe - 12,240 Jingle - Red Storage Jingle Couch - 12,240 Jingle - Red Chair
Jingle Lamp - 12,240 Jingle - Red Lamp Jingle Clock - 12,240 Jingle - Red - Jingle Chairman - 12.1 240 Jingle - Red Chair Item Image Buy Price Sell Price Group Available From Jingle Wall - 12240 - Jingle Jingle Carpet - 12240 - Jingle Clothes from Jingle Animal Crossing Item Image Buy Price Sell Price Group Available From Season
Jingle Shirt - - Jingle - Animal Crossing A: City Folk [edit] Jingle will give player gifts from jingle series that day. He will ask the player some questions that determine what gift he will give. If the player answers Things you step in!, they will be given jingle carpet. If the player answers Things you lean on!, they will be given jingle wall. If the
player answers huge things!, they will be given other furniture. The player can change his accessories, headdress, or hairstyle, so that Jingle can mistake them for another character by repeating the process. Changing shirts won't work. Sometimes, Jingle can be found in an empty village home. This is the only time in the game that a
player can enter a village home when they are not inside. Jingle seen inside someone's house Animal Crossing: New Leaf [edit] From December 1 to 23, each villager will give two indications of the desired item on Toy Day. Each village will mention a certain color in one conversation, but in another conversation, the type of item (carpets,
clothing, electronics, food, furniture, instrument, lamp, toy, umbrella or wallpaper). These instructions are then used to correctly identify and deliver the desired item during Toy Day. On Toy Day, the player is dressed up as Santa, wearing Santa Hat, Santa Beard, Santa Coat, and Santa Pants, all available from the Able Sisters. Santa
Boots, available from Kicks, is optional. Only one of these products is sold to Able Sisters and Kicks from 1 to 23 December; However, toys a day, all clothing can be purchased at once. Santa Clothing Item Image Buy Price Sell Price Available from Color(s) Season HHA Theme Style Pattern Look Sex Santa Hat - 640 160 Able Sisters
Red / White December 1-24 Toy Shop Cute None Santa Beard - 560 140 Able Sisters White / White December 1 to 24 None Cute None Is Men's Santa Coat - 420 105 Able Sisters Red/White 1-24 Toy Shop Cute Unique None Santa Pants - 800 200 Able Sisters Red/White December 1-24 Doodle Shop Cute None Santa Boots 960 240
Kicks White /Black December 1-24 Toy Shop Cute none on December 24, the villagers will stop giving hints, but will be seen anticipating their gifts. By 6 p.m., Jingle will appear in the city, and when dressed up as Santa, he will ask the player if they could be his partner in giving gifts. He will then give the player a magic bag called santa
bag, which contains all the items requested by the village. The requested items are that two items will not have the same color and type. If the bag is not returned to Jingle, the bag breaks down the next day. Giving an item to the villagers requires Santa's outfit to be worn and a Santa Bag to wear. The guests of the village will refuse to
sleep until they are given a gift. Their reaction will depend on whether the given gift matches their desired color and type or not. Giving the wrong present will make them look sheepish or express sarcasm, despite the gratitude of Santa, and express their disappointment to the player. Giving the right gift will send them the joy of their gift.
After all the items are delivered to the village, the player can talk to Jingle to get a festive wreath. If the player receives all the gifts delivered to the correct village, they will be sent jingle picture. Jingle Presents Animal Crossing: New Leaf Item Image Buy Price Sell Price Available from Color(s) HHA Theme Style Style Size Info Customize
Festive Wreath - 320 Jingle Green/Green Toy Shop Cute Hangs On Wall No Jingle's Pic - 10 Jingle (mailed) - - - Picture No. Jingle introducing the same villagers recognizing the player as an incomplete villager gets the wrong present the villagers receive the correct present in the village expressing disappointment player Other
performances [edit] Animal Crossing: amiibo Festival [edit] On Toy Day, Jingle will attend and give players Happy Points. Toy Day Music Animal Crossing: A new page will play. Notes [edit] ↑ 1.0 1.1 1.2 In Doubutsu from Mori, Animal Crossing, and Doubutsu of Mori e+ ↑ 2.0 2.1 In City Folk and New Leaf This site could be improved by
adding images. You can help by uploading one or more images and including them on this page. You can improve this page by adding pictures. You can help by uploading one or more images and including them on this page. in: Share this page, additional images are required. December 23 (AC), December 24th Toy Day (Japanese: 第
第第第第 Christmas) is an event that appears in every Animal Crossing series game except wild world. It's like Christmas. 10 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000 Tortimer will wait wish well and give the player a gift. If the player is a boy, they will get a gracie car model. If the player is a girl,
they will get a doll. Jingle also appears from December 24th to 8th next and awards if he has been found five times. The point given depends on the player's answers to his questions. City Folk In The City Folk, Toy Day takes place December 24th. Jingle will give the player gifts on that day. The player can change their accessories for
more gifts. This holiday is based off of Christmas and the animals will talk about it weeks in advance. The player will also receive a letter from Jingle before Toy Day.The feast starts at 8 p.m. and ends at midnight. A good method is for the player to buy as many shirts and accessories as they can before Toy Day to avoid being recognized
by Jingle. To decide what gift to give the player, Jingle will ask some questions about the player's interests. If a player answers the first question like how things to step on, the player is more likely to get a Jingle Carpet. If a player wears the same outfit twice, Jingle will not give the player a gift. Jingle will be hiding in a non-lit home and
occasionally outdoors. Usually, the player can not go inside the unlit house, but Doodle Day has no signs on the door, and the player can enter. But Jingle usually doesn't go back into the house he's already had to keep himself for some time to take notes on where you are and haven't been! New Leaf In New Leaf, Jingle appears in the
player's town on December 24th. He will say that he does not want to deliver gifts, and rather have to do someone dressed as Santa Claus. For the month of December, Santa's outfit (hat, beard, coat, pants, and boots) is on sale for Able Sisters and Kicks. If the player has bought an outfit, they will get a magic bag from Jingle, which holds
gifts for the villagers living in the city at the time. Earlier in December, villagers will drop a small hint of what they want for Doodle Day, such as furniture and clothing. On Toy Day, wearing a Santa costume, the villagers will think that the player is actually Santa and will ask for it to be present. Once all the gifts are delivered, the player
should talk to Jingle to receive the item from either the festive or jingle series. If all gifts are delivered to the right village, the player will receive a Jingle picture post on December 25, Christmas Day. Gallery Player speaks to Jingle.A player dressed as Santa.Santa giving the right gift to the villager. The villager showing what they want to to
Toy DayJingle when the player delivers each gift perfectly. Add a photo to this gallery Community content is available in cc-by-sa, unless otherwise specified. Noted.
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